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This invention relates to aircraft which are
Fig. 6 is a section of a streamlined casing;
propelled in normal flight by a rocket tlast. It
Fig. 7 is a sectional side elevation of a paris well known that such propulsion is extremely
tion of casing and supperting structure, looking
inefficient at low aircraft speed, as under these
in the direction of the arrow 1 in Fig. 1;
conditions a large part of the kinetic energy of ti
Fig. 8 is a detail sectional elevation, showing
the blast is wasted, while only a ·comparatively
releasable connections for the turbine supportsmall part reacts effectively to propel the craft.
ing structure;
·
It has been proposed to increase the efficiency
Fig. 9 is a sectional view of said connections,
looking in the direction of the arrow 9 in Fig. 8
of such rocket craft at low speed by providing
one or more turbine-driven propellers at the rear IO and also showing operating devices for the reof the craft, and by driving the turbines by the
lea.sable connections;
direct action of the rocket blast. By using a
Fig. 10 is a sectional view showing certain
sufficient number of expansion stages in the
parts appearing in Fig. 8 but in a di:fferent pasiturbines, the energy of the gas can be quite
,tion;
Fig. 11 is a side elevation of a para.chute atlargely transferred to the propellers and the H
ga.ses will be' discharged from the craft at low
tachment; and
relative speed and with much reduced waste of
Fig. 12 ·is a similar view showing the pilot
energy.
para.chute open.
Such turbines and propellers, however, are
Referring to the drawings, I have shown my
most effective at relatively low aircraft speed 20 invention applied to a rocket craft of the type
and when operating in a relatively dense atshown in my prior Patent No. 2,183,311 in which
mosphere. At higher speeds and in less dense
.the rear Portion C' of the casing c is movably
atmosphere, the rocket blast should operate dimounted, and in which relative swinging movement of the casing portion C' is utilized for
rectly and in the usuai manner, without interference by interpased turbine ·blades.
21S steering the craft. Steering vanes V may be
In my prior Pa.tent No. 1,809,271, I show means
provided on the casing C' as indicated in Figs. 1
for displacing the turbines transversely of the
and 2.
aircraft and out of the path of the rocket blast
The turbine and propeller structure .shown
but these parts a.re st111 retained on the craft.
herein is of the general type shown in my prior
For long range fiight, however, it is not desir- ao Patent No. 1,809,271 and comprises two separate
able to thus permanently burden the craft with
turbines mounted at opposite sides of the axis
the weight of the turbine and propeller strucof the craft and each comprising propeller blades
20 and encircling rims 21 and 22 having sets of
ture, which structure serves no useful purpase
after the turbines cease to operate.
coacting turbine .blades 23, 24, 25 and 26.
It is the general object of my present inven- :rn The arrangement and operation of these
tion to provide aux!llary turbines and propellers
blades is clearly shown in Fig. 3, in which it will
and supparting structure therefor, so designed
appear that the· rocket blast enters the blades
and constructed that said auxiliary structure
23 at an angle, the tangent of which is the racan be disengaged and discarded from the air-·
tio of the blade velocity to the gas velocity.
craft when a sufficient speed of the craft has 40 Since this ratio is small, the entering edges .of
been attained. I also provide improved means
the first set of blades are substantially tangenfor releasing the auxiliary structure and for
tial to the axis of the Craft. The blast is discharged therefrom at a tra.nsver&e angle, is resafely returning said structure to the ground.
A preferred form of the invention is shown
peatedly reversed in successive stages through
in the drawings, in which
45 snccessive sets of blades, and is finally discharged
Fig. 1 is a plan view, partly in section, of a
from the blades 25 substantially in a rearward
rear partion of an aircraft embodying my imaxial direction and at greatly reduced speed.
provements;
The tangent of the angle of the entering edges
Fig. 2 is an elevation of certain parts shown in
of the last set of vanes is also the ratio of the .
Fig. 1, looking toward the rear of the craft:
50 blade velocity to the gas velocity, which is small
Figs. 3 and 4 are diagrammatic views showing
on leaving the vanes. Velocity diagrams are
two arrangements of turbine blade structure:
indicated in Figs. 3 and 4, the latter figure show·
Fig. 5 is a side elevation of a rear partion of
ing similar blade structure but with an.increase
the rocket craft and certain turbine supporting
in the number of intermediate expansion stages.
66 It is essential that the blades be so 4tstrlbuted
members:
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between the two rims 21 that each turbine will
each cross-pin 55. Each cross-pin is connected
receive substantially the s11me turning force.
by a yoke 84 to the outer end of a rod 65
Otherwise, the speeds of the propellers will differ
which is attached at its inner end to the inner
and the craft will t.end t-0 follow a curved. path.
end of a bellows member 66. When air pressure
For a more complete description ot' the construe- 5 · is supplied· through the branch pipes 82, the corresponding bellows members are compressed and
tion and operation of the turbines, reference is
made to my prior Patent No. 1,809,271, previousthe rods .111 are forced outward. The yokes 64
ly cited.
and cross-pins 511 are thus drawn downward (as
viewed in Fig. 9) and all of the frame members
The two turbines are mounted on a supporting
frame structure F which is carried by the mov- 10 are simultaneously released.
able aircraft casing portion C' but which is deThe flow of air in the pipe &I is controlled by a
tachably secured thereto. This supporting frame
valve 10 which may be automatically operated to
structure comprises relatively heavy laterally exopen when the atmospheric density or pressure
tending frame members 30 (Fig. 1) which supfalls to a predetermined point. Such automatic
port t4e .propeller shafts and bearings, and 15 operatibn may be eft'ected by a bellows device l l
lighter frame extensions 31 which support
<Fig. 9) in which the bellows member may be exhausted and provided with a compressed spring
1;,treamlined housings 32 for the propeller rims.
Side braces 34 (Fig. 7) are provided to addi12.
t.ionally brace and support the propeller shaft
When the craft is in a dense atmosphe1·e, the
bearings and to resist any tendency of the tur- 20 atmospheric pressure on the outside of the belbines to displace said bearings transversely to
lows member will overcome the spring 12 and
the plane of the frame members 30. Center
compress the bellows, holding the valve 10 closed.
braces 35 <Fig. 5) are similarly provided above
When the atmospheric pressure has been reduced
and below t.he point at which the rocket blast coto a predetermined paint, the spring 12 will over211 come the atmospheric pressure and will expand
acts with the turbine blades.
All of the various· frame and brace members
the bellows member 11 and open the valve 10,
are suitably provided with streamlined casings of
whereupon all of the cross-pins 15 will be withthe general type shown at 31 in Fig. 6 and as
drawn and the turbine structure will be released.
After the turbine an·d propeller structure is
shown and described in my prior patents, No..
1,809,271 and No. 1,929,778.
30 thUs released, it is then necessary to make pro"ision for returning the structure safely to the
A special streamlined casing 38 <Figs. 1 and 2)
is provided to cover the center brace 35, these
ground, and I wm now describe the special provision which I have made for this purpose.
casings 38 serving also to reduce bending of the
housings 32 about an axis through the centers of
I provide a main parachute 80 .attached to the
the propellers. Additional casings 39 <Figs. 1 and 311 turbine structure by a cord or cable 81. The
2} are provided for the propeller shafts and bearparachute 80 is stored .in a bag or cover 81• to
ings. Any usual mechanism may be provided for
which a Pil<!t parachute 82 is attached by a cord
varying the pitch of the propeller blades, and
83. The pilot parachute is normally folded and
such mechanism may be operated through shafts
held against the outside' of the bag 81• by a.band
40 and 41 <Fig.1) and bevel gears 42.
40 85 provided with an explosive device 86 conThe outstapding novelty of my present applitrolled by a tlnie fuse 81. The assembled posicatioa resides in the means which I have protion of the parachute equipment is shown in
Fig. 11.
•
vided for detachably securing the turbine structure above described to the rocket casing portion
This equipment is preferably stored in a box 90
C', and to special mechanism provided for re- 45 which is positioned within the casing member C'
leasing the turbine structure and for bringing it
and which ls closed by an outwardly-opening
spring-operated door 91. Storage of the parasafely to the ground.
For this purpose. the casing C' is provided
chutes .within the casing C' ls desirable, as otherwith openings 50 <Fig.' 8) into which the ends
wise the somewhat bulky parachute equipment
of separate attaching frame members as 35 <Fig. 60 would increase the air resistance of the stream5) and 51 and 52 (Fig. D extend. These frame
lined structure to which It would be attached.
The fuse 81 may be ignited manually, or automembers are detachably secured by cross-pins 56
slidably mounted In forked frame elements S&
matlc provision may be made for lighting the
<Figs. 8 and 9) fixed within the casing C'.
fuse when the cross-pins till are withdrawn.
A cover plate 51 <Figs. 8 to 10) is yieldingly 55
For several reasons, it is desirable that the
mounted inside the casing C' .and adjacent each
opening of the parachutes be delayed for a subopening 50. and each cover plate Is normally disstantial period after the turbine structure is re?laced inward by engagement with the end of a
leased from the casing C'. At the time of reframe member as 51 or 52. When a cross-pin H
lease, the turbine structure will be moving rapidis withdrawn and the associated frame member 60 ly forward in an upward or·inclined direction, so
is released and moves outward, the corresponding
that it w.ould overtake the parachutes rather
cm·er plate 51.- then moves outward to close the
than being sustained thereby. Furthermore, the
0pening 50 and to provide a streamlined surface
parachutes would .very probably become entanfor the casing C'. The cover plates 11 are bngled with the still rotating propellers 20 and
elled top and bottom in order to flt tightly into 65 would be tom or otherwise damaged thereby.
the openings 50'.
If the opening pf the Pf!.rachutes is delayed.
In order that the whole turbine and propeller
the forward motion of the 'turbine structure will
nresently cease. The structure will then begin
. structure may be released without binding, it ls
· , ,i,necessary that . all of the cross-pins H be
to fall and wlll shortly assume a position in which
simultaneously withdrawn. In Fig. 9 I hM·e in- 70 the relatively heavY turbine and propeiler parts
dicated certain fluid-operated mechanism by
are below the relatively light streamlined supw'liicl:lt_his result may be conveniently attained.
Porting frame members.
For· this~ purpose I connect a supply of comIf the device 86 is tl;len exploded, the band as
press'ecl)Yif'at &G through a pipe SI and branch
will be ruptured and the pilot parachute 82 will
pipes 62'-to a series of bel_lows devices B, one for 71J be released to withdraw the bag 81 and free the
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main parachute 80, which main parachute there· .frame structure and said auxiliary turbine and
after controls the descent of the turbine strucpropeller apparatus from said casing on the octure.
currence of a predetermined operating condition.
The spring··Operated door 91 yielding!y retains
3. A rocket craft comprising a casing, means
the parachute equipment in the box 90 until a therein to produce a rocket blast issuing rearthe turbine structure is released. The door 91
;vard therefrom, an auxiliary turbirie and proalso closes automatically after the parachute
peller apparatus normally ·positioned in the path
equipment is pulled out and thus· completes the
of said rocket blast and operated thereby, a supstrcamlined surface of the casing C'.
porting frame structure for said turbine and proFrom the foregoing description the uses and 10 peller apparatus, separate means to detachably
secure different parts of said frame structure to
· advantages of my invention will be readily apparent. When the aircraft enters a region of
mid rocket craft casing, and automatic means to
reduced atmospheric pressure where the turbines
release all parts of said frame structure and said
and propellers are no longer effective, the presauxiliary turbine and propeller apparatus simulsure-operated device shown in Fig. 9 will cause us taneously from said casing on the occurrence of
· t.11c several cross-pins 55 to be simultaneously
a predetermined operating condition.
4. A rocket craft comprising a casing, means
withdrawn, thus releasing the turbine and proLherein to produce a rocket blast issuing rearpcller structure. As this structure is thereafter
scparatect from the casing C', the parachute
ward therefrom, an auxiliary turbine and pro. equipment will be withdrawn from the box 90, 20 peller apparatus normally·positioned in the path
and shortly thereafter the device 86 will be exvf said rocket blast and operated thereby, a suprloded .. releasing tl1e pilr;t parachute which in
porting frame structure for said turbine and
turn uncovers the main parachute 80 to control
prcpellcr apparatus, means· to detachably secure
further descent of the turb!ne structure.
said frame structure to said rocket craft casing,
The auxiliary turbine structure disclosed ir 211 fluid-operated means to release all parts of said
this application comprises very few parts and
frame structure and said auxiliary turbine and
consists only of the turbines, propellers and suppropeller apparatus simultaneously from. said
porting frame members. All other necessary decraft, and control devices for said fluid-operated
means, which devices operate in response to the
vices, such as fuel tank, combustion chamber
and nozzle, form a part of the regular equipment :m occurrence of a predetermined reduced atmosof the rocket craft and are continued in effective
pheric ·pressure about said rocket craft.
operation after the turbine structure is de5. In a rocket craft, a casing, apparatus
tached.
mounted within said casing and ·producing a
The supporting frame members for the auxrocket blast issuing rearward therefrom, an auxiliary turbines are not only streamlined but are :1;; iliary mechanical propelling apparatus detachof relatively small width, so that. the turbine
ably mounted on said craft at the rear of said
strnctnrc presents no substantial air-resistance.
casing and actuated. by said rocket blast. means
For increaserl strength of the supporting frame
to release said ·auxiliary apparatus from said
members, tubular frame members under presrocket craft, parachute means effective to safesure may be used as set fort,h in my prior Pat- JO ly land said detached auxiliary apparatus, and
ent 2.090.038 1 or wire-wound tubular members
means to delay the· action of said parachute
may he used as set forth in my prior Patent No.
means for a predetermined time interval after
2,109,529.
said auxiliary apparatus and parachute are reIt should also be noted that the relatively
leased from said craft and during which interval
small ;vidth of the supporting frame members .1:; motion of said parts in the direction of flight
has substantially ceased.
pem!its these parts to act as additional vanes
6. In a rocket craft, a casing, apparatus
. on the movable casing member C', so that they
thus assist in the effective steering action of said
mounted within said casing and producing a
mnvable casinir member.
rocket blast issuing rearward therefrom, an
Having thus described m:v invention and the r.o auxiliary turbine and propelling apparatus detachably mounted on said craft at the rear of
ndvantages th<>reof, I do not wish to be limited
said casing and actuated by said rocket blast,
. to .the details herein disclosed, otherwise than as
means to release said auxiliary turbine and proset forth in the claims,. but what I claim is:
1. In a rocket craft, a casing, combustion appelllng apparatus from said rocket craft, a main
paratns mounted within said casing and pro- fi5 parachute attached to said auxiliary apparatus,
rtucing a rocket blast issuing rearward therea pilot parachute which controls the opening of
said main parachute, and means automatically
from, an auxlliary turbine propelling apparatus
set in operation when the auxiliary turbine and
detachably mounted on said craft at. the rC'ar of
said casing and actuated by said rocket blast.,
propelling apparatus is.detached from the rocket
frame memlJr.rs supporting said auxiliary tnr- 110 craft and effective to release said pilot parabine aml prnpclling apparatus and detachably
chute at a predetermined time interval after
secured to t.he rocket casing, and aut.omatic
said auxiliary apparatus is detached from said
means to release said frame members and auxrocket craft and during which intervaJ motion
of said parts in the direction of flight has subiliary apparntns from said craft on the occurrence of a predetermined reduced atmospheric 115 stantially ceased.
7. In a rocket craft, a casing, apparatus
pressure.
2. A rocket craft comprising a casing, means
mounted within said casing and providing a
rocket blast isuing rearward therefrom, auxiliary
therein to produce a rocket blast issuing rearpropelling apparatus comprising a pair of comward therefrom. an auxiliary turbine and pro. peller apparatus normally positioned in the path 70 bined propeller and turbine elements rotatably
mounted on parallel axes, one at each side of the
,'or said rocket blast and operated thereby, a sup. porting frame stn1cture for said turbine and
longitudinal axis of said craft and driven by said
rocket blast, a relatively heavy frame mounted
::propeller apparatus, means to detachalJly seon said casing and supporting said auxiliary tur·-cure said frame structure to said rocket craft
casing, and automatic means to release said 75 bines, a light streamlined casing for the turbine
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rims, and relatively llght frame extensions supporting said turbine rlln casing, said light frame
ext.ensions comprising one set of frames in the
plane of the propeller axes, and two additional
sets of frames at right angles to said first set
of frames.
8. A rocket craft comprising a casing, means
therein to produce a rocket blast issuing rearward
therefrom, auxiliary turbine and propeller ap ..
paratus normally positioned in the path of said
rocket blast and operated thereby, a supporting
frame structure for said turbine and propeller
apparatus comprising a plurality of frame members separately extending within · said craft
through oP,enings in said casing, cross-pins locking said frame members within said craft, and
automatic meam to sllnUltaneously withdraw
said pins and release said supporting frame
members. said automatic means operating in response to the occurrence of a predetermined reduced atmospheric pressure about said rocket
craft.
9. A rocket craft comprising a casing, means
therein to produce a rocket blast issuing rearward ther.efrom, auxiliary turbine and propeller
apparatus normally positioned in the path of said
rocket blast and operated thereby,' a supporting
frame. structure for said turbine and propeller
apparatus comprising a plurality of frame members individually extending through separate
openings in said casing to points within said
craft, cross-pins locking said frame members
within said craft, means to withdraw said pins
and release said supporting structure, and yieldingly-operated outwardly-movable doors automatically closing the openings in said casing
when said frame members are released and withdrawn.
10. The combination in a rocket cra!t as set
forth in claim 9, in which the outwardly-movable doors are pivoted at their forward ends and
are provided with beveled forward and rear
edges;
11. In a rocket craft, a casing, apparatus
mounted within said casing and producing a
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rocket blast issuing rearward therefrom, an auxlllary mechanical propelling apparatus detachably mounted on said craft at the rear of said
casing and actuated by said rocket blast, means
to release said auxlliary apparatus from said
rocket craft, parachute means effective to safely
land said detached auxillary apparatus, a storage
receptacle for said parachute apparatus formed
within the rocket craft casing, a yleldingly-operated, outwardly-displaceable door for said casing, and means to automatically close said receptacle after said parachute apparatus is withdrawn therefrom.
12. In a rocket craft, a caSing, apparatus.
mounted within said casing and proViding a
rocket blast issuing rearward therefrom, and
auxiliary proi;>elllng apparatus comprising a pair
of combined propeller and .turbine elements ro- ·
tatably mounted on parallel axes, one at each
side of the longitudinal axis of said craft .and
both driven by said rocket blast, said propelling
apparatus including sets of turbine blades on one
propeller coacting with additional sets of turbine
blades on the other propeller, the entering edges
of the first set of movable blades and the leaving
edges of the last set of movable blades being
placed at such an angle to the longitudinal axis
of the craft that the tangent of said angle equals
the ratio of blade speed to gas speed.
13: In a rocket craft, a casing, apparatus
mounted within said casing and providing a
rocket blast issuing rearward therefrom, and
auxiliary propelling apparatus comprising a pair
of combined propeller and turbine elements rotatably mounted on parallel axes, one at each
side of the longitudinal axis of said craft and
both driven by .said rocket blast, said propelling
apparatus including sets of turbine blades on one
propeller CQacting with additional sets of turbine
blades on the other propeller, the distribution
and curvature of said sets of movable blades be'ing such that each turbine element receives.substantially the same turning force.
ROBERT H. GODDARD.

